Chapter 1: One World, Two Worlds

- When European explorers discovered America, they discovered that there were already people here. We call them ______________________ or ______________________.

- There were hundreds of different Native American _________________ living in what we now know as the United States.

- A tribe is _________________________________________________.

- Culture is _________________________________________________.

- Native American tools were made of _________ and European tools were made of ____________.

- American Indians believed ___________________ could own land, not ___________________. Tribes would often fight each other over ___________________.

- When Native Americans needed food, they _________________________.

- American Indians wore clothes made of _________________________.

- Native Americans had different _____________________ than the Christian religion brought over by the Europeans.

- The Native Americans four main weapons were _________________________.

- The biggest difference between the Native Americans and the white culture was that _________________________.

- Native American cultures were all _________________________.

- Four of the tribes living on the Atlantic coast were _________________________